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Abstract
Ear detection is an important part of an ear recognition
system. In this paper we address human ear detection from
side face range images. We introduce a simple and effective method to detect ears, which has two stages: ofﬂine
model template building and on-line detection. The model
template is represented by an averaged histogram of shape
index. The on-line detection is a four-step process: step
edge detection and thresholding, image dilation, connectcomponent labeling and template matching. Experiment results with real ear images are presented to demonstrate the
effectiveness of our approach.

1. Introduction
Ear is a viable new class of biometrics since the ear has
desirable properties such as universality, uniqueness and
permanence [2, 5, 6]. Although it has certain advantages
over other biometrics, it has received little attention compared to other popular biometrics such as face, ﬁngerprint
and gait. The current research has used intensity images
and, therefore, the performance of the systems is greatly
affected by imaging problems such as lighting and shadows. Range sensors which are insensitive to above imaging
problems can directly provide us 3D geometric information.
Therefore it is desirable to design a human ear recognition
system from 3D side face range images obtained at a distance. Human ear detection is the ﬁrst task of a human ear
recognition system and its performance signiﬁcantly affects
the overall quality of the system.
We propose a technique shown in Figure 1 for ear detection from side face range images. Our approach has
two stages: off-line model template building and on-line
ear detection. Ear can be thought of as a rigid object with
much concave and convex areas. As compared to other approaches for object detection in range images [7, 8, 12], We
use the averaged histogram of shape index to represent the
ear model template since shape index is a quantitative measure of the shape of a surface [3]. During the on-line detection, we ﬁrst perform the step edge computation and thresholding since there is a sharp step edge around the ear boundary, then we do image dilation and connected-component
analysis to ﬁnd the potential regions containing ears. Next
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Figure 1. System diagram.
for every potential region, we grow the region and ﬁnd the
region with minimum dissimilarity between the histogram
of shape indexes with the model template. Finally among
all of the regions, we choose the one with the minimum dissimilarity as the detected region containing ear.
The contributions of our work are: (a) we develop a simple and effective approach to detect human ears from side
face range images. Other researches have used Fisher linear discriminant [14], support vector machines [9, 13] and
neural network [10] to do face detection, which are relatively complex. (b) we use the histogram of shape index to
represent the model template since shape index captures the
geometric information of the ear. (c) we only search the potential regions around the step edges, avoiding the exhaustive search over the entire test images.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we describe our approach to build model template and detect human ears in side face range images in detail. Section
3 gives the experiment results to demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach. Conclusion is provided in Section 4.

2. Technical approach
2.1 Off-line model template building
¯ Shape index: Shape index , a quantitative measure
of the shape of a surface at a point , is deﬁned by (1),
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where ½ and ¾ are maximum and minimum principal curvatures respectively [3]. With this deﬁnition, all shapes can
 .
be mapped into the interval 
Ear has signiﬁcant convex and concave areas, which
gives us a hint to use the shape index for ear detection.
The original ear range image and its shape index image are
shown in Figure 2. In Figure 2(b), the brighter points denote large shape index values which correspond to ridge and
dome surfaces. We believe the ridge and valley areas form
a pattern for ear detection. We use the distribution of shape
index as a robust and compact descriptor since 2D shape
index image is much too detailed. The histogram  can be
     
calculated by      
 . The histogram is normalized during the implementation.

the center of the window. The original side face range image and its step edge magnitude image are shown in Fig.
3(a) and (b). From Fig. 3(b), we clearly see that there is
a sharp step edge around the ear boundary since brighter
points mean large step edge magnitude. The step edge im-
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Figure 3. (a) Original side face range image. (b) Its step edge magnitude image. (c)
Thresholded binary image. (d) Dilated image.
age is thresholded to get a binary image which is shown in
Fig. 3(c). The threshold is set based on the maximum of
  . Thus, we can get a binary image by using (3),
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Figure 2. (a) Ear range image. (b) Its shape
index image.



Curvature estimation: In order to estimate curvatures, we ﬁt a quadratic surface      ¾   ¾ 
       to a local window centered at the surface
point of interest and use the least square method to estimate
the parameters of the quadratic surface. After we get the parameters, we use differential geometry to calculate the surface normal, Gaussian and mean curvatures and principal
curvatures [1, 4].
 Model template building: Given a set of training side
face range images, ﬁrst we extract ears manually, then calculate its shape index image and histogram the shape index
image. After we get the histograms for each training image,
we average the histograms and use the averaged histogram
as our model template.

2.2 Step edge detection and thresholding and dilation
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 Image dilation: There are some holes in the thresholded binary image and we want to get the potential regions
containing ears. We dilate the binary image to ﬁll the holes.
The dilated image is shown in Fig. 3(d).
2.3 Connected Component labeling
Using the above result, we proceed to determine which
regions can possibly contain human ears. To do so, we
need to determine the number of potential regions in the
image. By running connected component labeling algorithm, we can determine the number of regions. We used
an 8-connected neighborhood to label a pixel. We remove
smaller components whose area are less than  since the ear
region is not small. The labeling result is shown in Fig. 4(a)
and the result after removing smaller components is shown
in Fig. 4(b).

The step edge magnitude, denoted by   , is calculated as the maximum distance in depth between the center
point and its neighbors in a small window [15].   can
be formulated as follows:



   



(2)
            
         

Where is the width of the window and     is the 
coordinate of the point  . To get the step edge magnitude image, a  window is translated over the original
side face range image and the maximum distance calculated
from (2) replaces the pixel value of the pixel covered by
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Figure 4. (a) Labeled image. (b) Labeled image after removing smaller components.
After we get regions, we need to know the geometric
properties such as the position and orientation. The position
of a region may be deﬁned using the center of the region.

The center of area in binary images is the same as the center
of the mass and it is computed as below.







   

   







   

   

(4)

where  is   matrix representation of the region and
 is the size of the region.

For the orientation, we ﬁnd the axis of elongation of the
region. Along this axis the moment of the inertia will be
the minimum. The axis is computed by ﬁnding the line
for which the sum of the squared distances between region
points and the line is minimum. The angle of is given by
(5):
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are given by (6), (7) and (8) re
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the region growing direction.
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gives us the hint about

2.4 Template matching
As mentioned in Section 2.1, the model template is represented by an averaged histogram of shape index. Since
histogram can be thought of as an approximation of probability distribution function, it is natural to use the  
  function (9) [11].

    

   
  


(9)

Where  and  are normalized histograms. From (9), we
know the dissimilarity is between 0 and 2. If the two histograms are exactly the same, the dissimilarity will be zero.
If the two histograms do not overlap with each other, it will
achieve the maximum value 2.
From the Section 2.3, we get the potential regions which
may contain the ears. For each region, we can ﬁnd a minimum rectangular box to include the region, then we grow
the region based on the angle . If   , we grow
the rectangle by moving the top-right vertex right, up and
anti-diagonal and moving the bottom-left vertex left, down
 , we grow the rectand anti-diagonal. If  
angle by moving the top-left vertex left, up and diagonal
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Figure 5. Model template (discretized 50 bins).
and moving the bottom-right vertex right, down and diagonal. For every region, we choose the grown rectangular box
with the minimum dissimilarity as the candidate ear region.
Finally over all of the candidate regions, we select the one
with the minimum dissimilarity as the detected region. We
set a threshold  for region growing, which controls the size
of the region.

3. Experiments

 Data and parameters: We use real range data acquired using Minolta Vivid 300. 1 There are 30 subjects
in our database and every subject has two side face range
images taken at different viewpoints. The data is split into
training and test sets. Each set has 30 subjects. When we
built the model template, we only use the ﬁrst 20 subjects
in the training set. The manually extracted ears are shown
in Figure 6. The model template built using these 20 training images is shown in Fig. 5. The training set includes 30
images and there is no overlap between training and testing
images.
The parameters of our approach are    ,  
pixels,   pixels and  
pixels. The bin size of the
histogram is 0.02.
 Results: The detection results on real range data are
shown in Fig 8. In Fig 8, We draw a rectangle for the detected region. We evaluate our detection results in terms of
correct detection rate and false alarm rate. Fig. 7 shows
how to calculate the correct detection rate and false alarm
rate given the ground truth rectangle and detected rectangle.
We manually get ground truth rectangle which is the minimum rectangle bounding the ear. We get 91.5% correction
rate with 2.52% false alarm rate.
4. Conclusions
In this paper, we present a technique for ear detection
from side face range images. The success of our approach
relies on two facts: 1) there is a sharp step edge around
the ear boundary which can be easily detected; 2) shape
index is a good measurement to capture the geometric information of ears since the ear has much ridge and valley
areas. Furthermore, our approach is simple, effective and
1 http://www.minoltausa.com/vivid/

Figure 6. Manually extracted ear images for subjects 0-29.

Figure 8. Ear detection results for subjects 0-29.
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Figure 7. Illustration of calculation of correct
detection rate and false alarm rate.
easily implemented. Experiment results with real ear images demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach.
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